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A NOTE ON EXTENDING LOCALLY FINITE 
COLLECTIONS 

BY 

H. L. SHAPIRO AND F. A. SMITH 

Recently there has been a great deal of interest in extending refinements of 
locally finite and point finite collections on subsets of certain topological spaces. 
In particular the first named author showed that a subset S of a topological space 
X is P-embedded in X if and only if every locally finite cozero-set cover on S has a 
refinement that can be extended to a locally finite cozero-set cover of X. Since then 
many authors have studied similar types of embeddings (see [1], [2], [3], [4], 
[6], [8], [9], [10], [11], and [12]). Since the above characterization of P-embedding 
is equivalent to extending continuous pseudometrics from the subspace S up to 
the whole space X, it is natural to wonder when can a locally finite or a point 
finite open or cozero-set cover on S be extended to a locally finite or point-finite 
open or cozero-set cover on X. In general this a difficult requirement and not many 
results have been obtained along these lines. In [8, Theorem 8], Sennott showed 
the following: 

THEOREM 1. If X is a collectionwise normal perfectly normal space then every 
point-finite cozero-set cover of a closed subspace F of X can be extended to a point 
finite cozero-set cover ofX that is locally finite on X—F. 

It is the object of this note to observe some additional results in this area. 
But first, we need the following observation. 

THEOREM 2. IfX is a topological space then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is collectionwise normal. 
(2) For every closed subset S of X every point-finite cozero-set cover of S has a 

refinement that can be extended to a locally finite cozero-set cover ofX. 

Proof. From [9, Theorem 2.1 or 2, Theorem 14.5], it follows that (2) implies 
(1). The fact (1) implies (2) follows from [7, Theorem 2] which states that every 
point-finite open cover has a locally finite open refinement if the space is collection-
wise normal. 

Theorem 2 above should be compared to Theorem 1. In the first theorem the 
hypothesis of collectionwise normal and perfectly normal on X allow us to extend 
every point finite cozero-set cover on a closed subset S of X to a point finite 
cozero-set cover of X that is locally finite on X— S. We will now show that we 
can actually extend locally finite cozero-set covers of X provided the space X is 
normal expandable. 
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THEOREM 3. If X is a normal expandable space then for every closed subset S 
of X every locally finite cozero-set cover of S can be extended to a locally finite 
cozero-set cover ofX. 

Proof. Suppose that S is closed and that ^=(Cra)a e / is a locally finite cozero-set 
cover of S. Since S is a closed subset of a normal space, for each ccel there exists 
a cozero-set G* of X such that G* n S=Ga. Note that ^ is a locally finite family 
of Z a n d hence (clxGg)aeI is locally finite in X. (Actually clxGa=clsGa.) Since X 
is expandable, there exists a locally finite family Jt=(H(X)aeI of open subsets 
of X such that clxGa<^Ha. Now Xis normal, hence for each a. el there exists a 
cozero-set Wa such that clxGac: Wa^Ha. For each a el, let Ua=Wa n G* and 
note that ^=(Ua)aeI is a locally finite cozero-set family of X that extends ^ . 
Now let £/=U a e i^a anc^ ° b s e r v e that t / is an open set in X containing the closed 
set S hence, since X is normal, X— U and S can be completely separated. Thus 
there exists a cozero-set A such that X—U<^A and A C\ S=0. Choose a0el 
arbitrarily and let Aa=Ua \j A and set AIX=U(X if oc^oco. Then j / = ( ^ a ) a 6 J is a 
locally finite cozero-set cover of X that extends ^ . 

Since a space is normal expandable if and only if it is strongly normal (countably 
paracompact and collectionwise normal; see [5]) we have the following: 

COROLLARY. If X is a strongly normal topological space then for every closed 
subset S ofX, every locally finite cozero-set cover of S can be extended to a locally 
finite cozero-set cover ofX. 

In [11], Smith and Krajewski defined a topological space X to be almost ex
pandable if every locally finite collection of subsets of X is expandable to a point-
finite open collection. Using the same techniques as in Theorem 3 and its corollary, 
one can prove the following. 

THEOREM 4. If X is a normal almost expandable topological space then for every 
closed subset S of X every locally finite cozero-set cover of S can be extended to a 
point-finite cozero-set cover ofX. 

These results should be compared to the following known theorems concerning 
extensions of covers. 

THEOREM 5 ([10, Theorem 2.10]). IfX is a topological space and if S is a subset 
ofX then S is P*°-embedded in X if and only if every countable cozero-set cover of 
S can be extended to a cozero-set cover of X. 

THEOREM 6 ([10, Theorem 2.11]). A subspace S of a topological space X is T-
embedded in X if and only if every finite cozero-set cover of S extends to a finite 
cozero-set cover ofX. 

Finally we prove a theorem similar to Theorem 2.12 in [6]. In that result the 
hypothesis that X is expandable and each Fn is closed was needed. Here we can 
drop the hypothesis on Z b u t need to add hypothesis on each Fn, namely: 
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THEOREM 7. Suppose that X is a countable union of closed paracompact P-em-
bedded subsets. Then X is paracompact. 

Proof. Suppose that X=\JneN Fn and let W=(Ua)aeI bean open cover of X. 
For each » e N , let Wn=(Ua nFn)aeI. Then °Un is an open cover of the para
compact space Fn and hence has a locally finite cozero-set refinement ^ n . (A 
paracompact space is normal.) Since Fn is P-embedded in X there exists a locally 
finite cozero-set cover /^r

w=(^T)aei of X such that iTn | Fn refines "Tn. For each 
a G I, let A?= Wl n <%a and let j / n = ( ^ « W Then j ^ = (JW6N «**» is a cr-locally 
finite cozero-set cover that refines °ll. Hence X is paracompact. 
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